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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be hermitian matrices with given eigenvalues (a,, , a,,) and 
(b,, . , b,,) respectively. Let (t,, , t,,) be the eigenvalues of A + B. We establish 
that 
fi(~+tj) ECO fi(*+aj+h,(j)); 0. E St, 
j= I j= 1 
where co denotes the convex hull in the space of polynomials and S,, denotes the 
permutation group on (1, , n}. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let A, B be Hermitian n X n matrices with (necessarily real) eigenval- 
ues (a,, . . . , a,,) and (b,, . . . , b,,) respectively. Then T = A + B is again 
Hermitian, and we denote its eigenvalues by (t,, , t,,). For f a symmetric 
function of the eigenvalues, one may ask whether 
f(tl>. p t,,> E co {f(a, + b,(,,, . . . , a,, + b,(,)); (+ E S,,} (1) 
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where co denotes the convex hull in the space in which f takes values. The 
purpose of this paper is to establish the following. 
THEOREM 1. (1) hoZdsJ;,rf(t,, . . . , t,,) = E,j’= ,tj” where m is an integer 
> 2. 
THEOREM 2. (1) hokls forf(t,, , t,,) = n&, (A + tj>. 
In Theorem 2, the convex hull is taken in the space of degree-n polyno- 
mials with real coefficients. It is worth pointing out that both of these 
theorems fail in the complex case-that is, if A, B are assumed merely to be 
normal instead of Hermitian. For the characteristic polynomial a counterex- 
ample may be found in [I]. Fiedler [3] establishes (1) for f = t, a-0 t,, (i.e., 
for the determinant) using differential calculus. We follow his method. The 
new aspect in this article is that the second and higher-order derivatives are 
used. 
In this article the following elementary lemma will be used so many times 
that it is worth stating explicitly. 
LEMMA 1. Let Let P = dia$ p ,, . , P,~), and suppose that Q is an 
n x n matrix such that PQ = QP. Th en or each i, j (1 < i, j < n> either f 
pi = pj or qij = 0. 
Two special cases are worth noting. First, if the pj are all distinct, then Q 
must be a diagonal matrix, and second, if the pj are not all equal, then after 
suitable rearrangement of rows and columns, Q has a nontrivial block ., 
decomposition 
Q= 
‘Q, 0 ... 0 \ 
0 02 
,o Ox / 
with each diagonal block corresponding to a distinct value of pj and the 
off-diagonal blocks zero. Of course, if the pj are equal, nothing at all can be 
said about Q. 
Let now A and B be Hermitian matrices with distinct eigenvalues. There 
is a unitary matrix U such that the commutator [A, u*BU] = 0. Fix an 
orthonormal basis diagonalizing A; then by Lemma 1, in this basis U*BU is 
also diagonal-this is just the spectral theorem. If V is another unitary such 
that [ A, V *BV] = 0, then V *BV is also diagonal in the chosen basis and the 
diagonal elements of V *BV can be obtained by permuting those of U*BU. 
Thus there exists cr E S,, such that V*BV = PzU*BUP,, that is, [B, UP,V*] 
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= 0. Again by Lemma 1, UP,V * is a unitary diagonal matrix. It follows that 
U has a nontrivial block decomposition if and only if V does. 
DEFINITION. We say that Hermitian matrices A, B with distinct eigen- 
values are totally noncommuting iff whenever U is unitary such that 
[A, U *BU] = 0, then U does not possess a nontrivial block decomposition. 
LEMMA 2. Let A and B he as ahow and totally noncommr~ting. Then 
erjey Hermitian matrix C of zero trace can he written in the form 
c = [&PI + [B,Q] 
where P and Q are n X n skew-Hernlitian mat&es. 
Proof. Let Zdenote the real inner-product space of Hermitian matrices 
with the inner product 
(X,Y) = tr(YX) 
Let X be a Hermitian matrix orthogonal to all the matrices of the form 
[A, PI + [B, Ql as above. Then tr([ X, A]P) = tr(X[ A, P]) = 0 for all P 
skew-Hermitian; it follows that [X, A] = 0. By Lemma 1, X is diagonal in a 
basis diagonalizing A. Similarly, X is diagonal in a basis diagonalizing B, or 
equivalently, U *XU is diagonal in the first basis diagonalizing A. (Here U is 
a unitary such that [ A, U *BU] = 0.) The diagonal elements of X and U*XU 
agree up to permutation. Thus there exists (T E S,, such that [X, UP, ] = 0. 
We apply Lemma 1 again. Since U does not possess a nontrivial block 
decomposition, X is a scalar multiple of I. The result now follows from the 
projection theorem for inner-product spaces [5, $661. n 
Our next objective is to apply th ese ideas to extremal values. Let A, = 
diag(a,,. . , a,,), AH = diadb,, . ., h,,), where as before (a,, , a,,) and 
(b,, . , b,,) both consist of distinct elements. Let f be a symmetric C” 
function of n variables. It is well known [4, 81 that f is then a C” function of 
the elementary symmetric functions, and it follows that 
@(U,V> =f(tl(u,v),. . .J,,(KV)) (2) 
is a C” function on U(n) X U(n). In (2), U and V are n X n unitary matrices 
and (tj(U, V))jn_, are the eigenvalues of U*A,U + V *A,V. Since U(n) X 
U(n) is compact, @ attains its absolute maximum or absolute minimum at 
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some critical point (U,,, V,,). Define then A = U,TAAUo, B = V,~ABVo, and 
suppose that A and B are totally noncommuting. Let T = A + B, and 
denote the eigenvalues of T by (r.)Jl’= ,. W 
Let C be diag(c,, . . , c,,), where C;= ,cj = 
e work in a basis diagonalizing T. 
0 and where for technical reasons 
we suppose that the pairs (rj, c,) are all distinct. Construct P and Q by 
Lemma 2. Let 
T(s) = exp( -sP) A exp( 9) + exp( -sQ) B exp( sQ) 
for s real, and denote the eigenvalues by (pi& ,. Define 
Then clearly s = 0 is a critical point of p. 
LEMMA 3. Under the hypotheses outlined ahooe, 
” df 
0 = $((I) = c -(7,,... 
j=] dtj 
1 5,) 'j ) 
$(T,, . , T,) cloes not clependonj: 
J 
and 
$0) = k 5 a’f(T,,. .,T,JCjCk. 
j-1 k=l atj dtk 
Proof. We have 
T(S) = T + s([A, P] + [B,Q]) + o(2) 
= T + SC + O(s"). 
Since T and C are diagonal, we have 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 
tj(s) = 7j + scj + O(2). (6) 
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The assertion (3) then follows immediately from the chain rule. Since (3) 
holds for a dense subset of cc,)) satisfying C;l= ,cj = 0, we have 
independent of j. 
To proceed further, we need to invoke the second-order chain rule, and 
ultimately chain rules of higher order. The condition that the pairs (TV, ci);l=, 
are distinct, together with the fact that the elementary symmetric functions in 
t,(s), , t,,(s) are C” in s, guarantees that the functions s + t.&s> are C” in 
a neighborhood of s = 0. The proof of this fact is technical and is sketched in 
an appendix. 
We obtain 
But CJ=, tj = tr T(s) is constant, so that the second term vanishes. n 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is by induction on n. The induction starts 
trivially for n = 1. Suppose it has been proved for all matrix sizes up to 
R - 1, but that the result is false for size n. We will find a contradiction. 
Since the result is false for (a,, , a,,) and (b,, , h,,), we may if necessary 
perturb these values to make (a,, , a,,) and (b,, . . . , b,,) consist of distinct 
points while maintaining the falsity of (1). We may now suppose that the 
result is false at some extremal choice of U,,, V,,. There are two cases. 
If A and B fail to be totally noncommuting, then we may find (after 
possible rearrangement of rows and columns) a nontrivial block decomposi- 
tion 
where A,, B, are p X p Hermitian matrices, A,, B, are q X q Hermitian 
matrices n = p + y, 1 < p, q < n - 1. The result for A and B is now easily 
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established by the inductive hypothesis, for 
i t,l” = c 11, i (fz, + $J_ “’ 
j= I UE s,, (. j= I 4 
2 Fl” = c u, ( t (flj + h,(.j))“’  j=p+ 1 TE s,, j=p+l 
imply together that 
,,I 
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where I_C~ = uflu7 if p = u C+ r and mP = 0 otherwise. It is clear that tc;p > 0 
and C, E s,,~P = 1. 
On the other hand, if A and B are totally noncommuting, then Lemma 3 
applies. We obtain mrj”‘- I = 8 for all j. If rn is even this implies that T is a 
scalar multiple of the identity, so that A and B commute-a contradiction. 
For m odd we obtain only that ri = ejr where ej = f 1 and r is fixed. It is 
here that the second-derivative condition is brought to bear: 
a2f -= 
dtj at, 
m(m - ly-%pjx. 
If r = 0 or l j are all equal, we have a contradiction as before. Otherwise, for 
n > 3 it is easy to see that (cj + E(d’f/dt, dtk)cjck may take either sign, 
subject to the constraints C;= ,cj = 0, (TV, c,~) distinct. The case R = 2, 
l p = -E, requires special consideration. We have ~-CT,, r2) = 7;” + T;’ = 0. 
Also 0 = T, + re = a, + a2 + b, + h,, implying that 0 = (n, + b,)“’ + (n, 
+ b,)“‘, 0 = (a, + be)“’ + (a2 + bl)“’ and proving the result. n 
The proof of Theorem 2 will follow similar lines, but unfortunately, 
consideration of the first and second derivatives does not seem to be enough. 
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We need to consider derivatives of all orders. With the notation of Lemma 3 
we prove the following. 
LEMMA 4. Let r > 2, nnrl .suppose thnt 
a- 
x” ,,..., T,,) = 0 (1 r.1 6 n), 
.I 
for 011 multiindices a with 2 < 1 a 1 < r. Then 
r+ I d cp 
&x(W = ar+!f 
,j,=l...., j,+,=l q ..- q,,, 
(T ,,..., T,,)ei,, ..C,i,+,. 
Proof. q(s) =f(t,(s), , t,,(s)) is the composition of two C” func- 
tions. The higher-order derivatives are given by the formula of Faa di Bruno 
[2; 6, p. 4221. I n view of the hypothesis of the lemma, only the terms 
involving the first and (r + 1)th derivatives off intervene. The term involv- 
ing the first derivative of f, namely 
vanishes as in the proof of Lemma 3. The remaining term is the one given in 
the statement of the lemma. m 
Proof (If Theorem 2. Once again, the proof is by induction on the size n 
of the matrix. For n = I the result is easy. Suppose the result is true for sizes 
up to n - 1, but false for n. By the separation theorem for convex sets [7, 
Section 41, we may as well work with a scalar-valued function f of the form 
k= I 
where ek are the elementary symmetric functions in t,, . . . , t,, and .&cl < k 
< n) are fixed real numbers. As before, we may assume without loss of 
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generality that (a,, . . , a,, 1, (b,, . , h,,) consist of distinct points and that the 
result is false at some extremal value of (U,,, V,,). 
If A and B fail to be totally noncommuting, then we will have 
fi(“ffi) = c 
j=l 
uCl!I (’ + ',j + ‘o(j)) 
UE s,, j= I 
and 
fi (/i+t,)= c 
j=p+ 1 
?.p+, CA + 'j + b,(j)) 
es,, ’ 
1) 
= 1) 
by the induction hypothesis. Multiplying these expressions together yields the 
desired result. 
Therefore we may assume that A and B are totally noncommuting. We 
note some identities satisfied by f: 
a’“‘f - = 0 
ata 
if there exists j such that ‘yj 2 2, (7) 
alaI+ 'f 
~- 
at” atj ’ (8) 
where (Y = ((~i, . , a,,) is a multiindex ( crj E Z + 1. We remark that (7) and 
(8) are satisfied for all values of (t, , . . , t,,>. We define also an equivalence 
relation on { 1, . . , n} by 
j-k - rj = 5-k. 
The equivalence classes will be referred to as blocks. Taking now (8) with 
ff = 0, 
Jf Jf ---= 
at, at, 
(9) 
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we see that the Hessian matrix 
has a block matrix structure, since if j + k then TV - rj f 0 and the 
left-hand side of (9) vanishes by Lemma 3. Furthermore, each b&k of the 
Hessian matrix has the form 
Here the quantity y* depends only on the block 9 to which j and k belong. 
Now since T is a local extremal point, rl’~cp/&(O) takes only one sign. For 
instance, if T is a local minimum point, we have 
ayf 
c----(7 ,>...r 7,JfjCk 2-o 
j, k dt,j dtk 
for CJ’= icj = 0 and (TV, cl&=, distinct. By density this condition continues to 
hold with the restriction (3, cj>;‘= , distinct removed. 
If there is only one block, then T is a scalar multiple of the identity-giv- 
ing a contradiction. Thus let ~8 be an arbitrary block, and let I be an 
element of a different block A??‘. Suppose cj are given without restriction for 
j E 9. Then define c1 = - Cj l scj and c,,, = 0 for m E (Z} U 9. We have, 
using (10) and since C;l= ,cj = 0, 
= 3/g c CjCk. 
j. k l 9 
j#k 
The first equality holds because 
q,)=O and 
a”f 
-(r1,. . 
at, at, 
.,5-,) = 0 (j E&i??). 
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However, this last expression can take either sign unless ‘y.* = 0. We con- 
clude that yti = 0 for every block 9, that is, 
ay 
dtdt,Tl)...) 5) =o Wj, k. 
I 
This starts the induction implicit in Lemma 4. We will show that 
IP’f 
-(T ,)...) T,,) = 0 
dt” 
(Ial 2 2). (11) 
Towards this, assume that (11) holds for 2 < I a 1 < r. Then the behavior 
of f near (T,, , T,,) is controlled by the derivative of order r + 1. By the 
conclusion of Lemma 4, we see that 
c rl”(T ,)..., T,,)C” 
lal=r+ I dta 
takes only one sign for C;l= ,cj = 0, (TV, c.);l , distinct. By density, this second 
condition is removed. Now using (7), (S$, ‘and the (inner) induction hypothe- 
sis, we see that 
Jr+ 'f 
“t.ii “. dtj,_+I 
(7 I,..‘, r,,) =o 
unless j,, . . . , jr+, are distinct members of the same block 93’, and in this 
case, by symmetry we have 
Let cj be defined for j ~9 without any restriction. Then using the same 
decoupling device as before, we find that 
Yr.9 c ‘.il r ... cj +, (12) 
j,.....j,+,E-@ 
distinct 
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must take values > 0 (< 0) according as T is a local minimum (maximum) 
point. However, (12) . 1s essentially an elementary symmetric function and can 
take either sign. We are forced to conclude that yr.S = 0 for every block 9, 
completing the inner induction step. 
Finally, f = CL= I ckeL satisfies (11). Thus f = (,e,, and the result is 
trivial in this case. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. n 
APPENDIX 
PH~POSITION. Let $,, . , +,, he C” functions defined in n neighhor- 
hood of 0. Let t,, , . . , t,, he solutions (f 
ek(tl(s), . , t,,(s)) = v&(s) (l<k<n) 
such that 
q s) = 7) + c,s + O( 2) (1 <j < n). 
Suppose that the n pairs CT/, cj>;‘=, m-e distinct. Then s + tj(s) is C” in n 
neighborhood of s = 0. (Hem e,, . , e,, denote the elementny symmetric 
functions.) 
Sketch proof. We work with t,. Without loss of generality we may 
assume the existence of 1 (1 < 1 < n) such that 
Tj = 0 (1 Gj < I), 
rj z 0 (I <j < n), 
C ,,“‘> c[ are distinct. 
The first step is to show that the elementary symmetric functions in the 
functions t, , , t, 
s + e&,( .s), , t,( .s)) (1 <k < I) 
are C” near s = 0. This is a consequence of the C” implicit-function 
theorem. Now define y,(s) by 
tj( s) = SYj( .s) (1 -<j f 1). 
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s -tek(tl(s),...,tl(s)) =s”et(y,(s),...,y,(s)) 
is C” near s = 0. Since e,(r,(s), . , y&s)) is bounded near s = 0, it follows 
that 
(I”’ 
for 0 < m < k. Now using Taylor’s theorem with the integral form of the 
remainder (see [S] for details), we find that 
s + ek(r,(s), . . .) x(s)) 
is C” near s = 0. Applying the C” implicit-function theorem again and using 
the fact that r,(O) = cj are distinct (1 <j < I), we see that s + T,,(S) is C” 
near s = 0 (1 <j < I). Finally, t,(s) = .sy,(s) is C” near s = 0. n 
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